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TAG DESIGN
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CHARACTERIZATION TESTS

1. Test of capsule impermeability, mechanical strength, transparency to electromagnetic waves
2. Signal straight measurement in free space
3. Radio frequency measurements through the detection of the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) in air, snow, ice
4. Power link estimation over free air
5. Characterization of temperature sensor in environmental chamber

FIELD TEST

Installation: capsule with tag+sensors at ground surface
Measured parameters
- temperature (bottom of snowpack), pressure - hourly;
- RSSI - daily.
Control measures (manually executed): temperature (air, bottom of snowpack) - daily; snow depth - daily; snow density - weekly.

Temperature at the base of snowpack has a trend similar to air temperature until the thickness of snowpack is lower than 60 cm. When the cover increase, the temperature is stable and equal to about 0.6°C, according to manual measurements.
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